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														Commercial Ice Machines  
																									

																									

																																
															
																Commercial Ice Machines

																Rodway Supply’s commercial ice machines, ice bins, and dispensers are great for any restaurant, bar, concession stand, hospital, or hotel. Browse our units that produce cube ice for drink service in your bar or restaurant, or check out our machines that make smaller flake ice for your nursing home or retirement community.																Shop all
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																		Food Equipment

																		Rodway Supply provides the largest inventory of  commercial kitchen equipment. Fryers, ranges, broilers, griddles, hot plates and more; we have everything you need to make your kitchen run smoothly.																		Shop all
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																		Refrigeration Equipment

																		Commercial Refrigeration Equipment is a necessity in any commercial kitchen to keep the temperatures of food regulated. Rodway Supply offers a wide variety of refrigerator styles you can choose from to suit the needs of your kitchen, convenience store, or cafe. We also have sandwich preps and pizza preps with refrigerated storage space and work space.																		Shop all
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																		Walk In Coolers & Freezers

																		Rodway Supply's commercial walk-in coolers and freezers  suit the storage needs of any small to large business. From one hundred to several hundred cubic feet, these refrigerators can store any quantity of bulk ingredients. You can even store ingredients on shelving systems in large walk-in coolers.																		Shop all
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																Commercial dishwashers are specialized machines designed to quickly and efficiently clean large volumes of dishes, utensils, and other kitchen equipment. Essential for restaurants, cafes, hotels, and other food service establishments that need to keep up with high demand while maintaining strict sanitation standards.																Shop all
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												Omega IC-38SL Outdoor Ice Freezer – one door											

										
										
																				
										
											$3,998.00 $3,698.00 
										
										
									

									
 
									
								

							

														
								
									
										
											[image: glass deli whole bakery glass deli case]										
									

									
										
												Wide Curved Glass Deli/Bakery Display Cooler PRO-KOLD DDC-60 56″											

										
										
																				
										
											$3,998.00 $3,598.00 
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												EDGE 3240 Single-Stack Gas Conveyor Pizza Oven											

										
										
																				
										
											Call for Pricing 
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												Hinged Glass Single Door Cooler Blue Air BKGM23-HC											

										
										
																				
										
											$2,398.00 
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												Two Door Merchandiser Cooler Pro-Kold VC49											

										
										
																				
										
											$3,898.00 $3,498.00 
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												Two Door Merchandiser Cooler Pro-Kold VC43											

										
										
																				
										
											$3,498.00 $3,249.00 
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												Undercounter Ice Machine BLUE AIR BLUI-100A											

										
										
																				
										
											$2,798.00 
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												Commercial Chest Freezer BLUE AIR BCF-56											

										
										
																				
										
											$2,498.00 
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												Slush Machine Commerical ICETRO SSM-280											

										
										
																				
										
											$3,998.00 
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												Soft Serve Ice Cream Machine ICETRO ISI-300T											

										
										
																				
										
											Call for Pricing 
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												Undercounter Freezer Blue Air BLUF28-HC											

										
										
																				
										
											$2,698.00 
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												Worktop Freezer BLUE AIR BLUF36-WT-HC Two Door 36″											

										
										
																				
										
											$3,098.00 
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							Walk in Coolers and Freezers

							We carry all sizes of commercial walk in coolers and freezers.  Give us a call.  We’d be glad to provide a quote.
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							Coffee Shop Equipment

							Call us for all your coffee shop equipment.
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							Pizza Restaurant Equipment

							We have everything you need to fully outfit your Pizza Shop.
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						Years of Experience					
 
					Rodway Refrigeration has been providing Canadian customers with quality, commercial restaurant equipment and service for over 30 years
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						Knowledge and Experience					
 
						Our team is here to help you to plan the opening of your new enterprise, expand your current operation or replace existing commercial equipment.
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						Warehouse Direct					

					We are able to ship to all provinces, Nunavut, Yukon and the Northwest Territories.

*Select items are available in the United States.

				

			


	




	
		
			Commercial Ice Machines
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									Nugget Ice and Water Dispenser ICETRO ID-0450-AN								

							
														
							
								$8,798.00							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
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									Hotel Ice Dispenser Manitowoc SPA312								

							
														
							
								Call for Pricing							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
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									Hotel Ice Dispenser Manitowoc SPA162								

							
														
							
								Call for Pricing							
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												out of 5											
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									Hotel Ice Dispenser Icetro ID-H150-22								

							
														
							
								$4,898.00							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
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									Icetro ID-H250-30 Hotel Ice Dispenser								

							
														
							
								$5,498.00							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
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									Ice and Water Dispenser ICETRO ID-0300AN Nugget								

							
														
							
								$6,498.00							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
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									Countertop Nugget Ice and Water Dispenser MANITOWOC CNF0201A 315 lb								

							
														
							
								$8,748.00							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
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									Countertop Nugget Ice and Water Dispenser MANITOWOC CNF0202A-161L 315 lb								

							
														
							
								Call for Pricing							
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												out of 5											
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									Ice Machine Head Full Cube KOOLAIRE by MANITOWOC, KDT-0500A								

							
														
							
								Call for Pricing							
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												out of 5											
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									Blue Air BLMI-300A Commercial Ice Maker Machine								

							
														
							
								$4,398.00							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
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									Modular Ice Machine ICETRO IM-0350-AH								

							
														
							
								$4,398.00							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
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									Modular Ice Machine BLUE AIR BLMI-500A								

							
														
							
								$4,698.00							
							
																	
										
											
												
													0												
												out of 5											
										

									


							

						

						
						
						

					

				

									

	





	
		
			Restaurant Supply Brands
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								Lease a Glass Door Freezer

								Lease a DURF 32W – starting at $180.00 per month. Other sizes available.
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								Lease a Glass Door Cooler

								Lease a VC43 – starting at $125.00 per month. Other sizes available.
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								Lease an Ice Machine

								Lease a IU-0170 starting at $150.00 per month. Other sizes available.

							
 
						
					

				        

		
	

 

	
		
			
				
					Food Service Resources Tips, Guides, & Advice

				

				Expert Advice
			

		

	

 


	
		
			 
				
					
						
							
								Sign up for our newsletter Receive coupons & more

							

						

						
							Rodway Supply is proud to partner with manufacturers who provide quality equipment, warranty, and good value for Canadian businesses.
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							Service & Repair

							We Offer Service to all Makes & Models of commercial walk in & reach in coolers, walk in and reach in freezers,Ice machines and much more.
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							About Us

							
						

					

					
						
							Quick Links

								Terms and Conditions
	Shipping Policy
	Privacy Policy
	About Us
	FAQ
	Sale

						

					

					
						
							Our Products

								Commercial Kitchen Equipment
	Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
	Commercial Walk in Coolers and Freezers
	Live Minnow Chillers
	Commercial Meat Shop Equipment
	Commercial Coffee Shop Equipment


						

					

					
						
							Get in Touch

							
								
									
									Toll Free: 1-800-665-0523

									759 Wall Street Winnipeg,



Manitoba CA R3G 2T6



204-786-4881
 
									#9 - 7139 40th. Street SE



Calgary, Alberta CA T2C 2H7



403-671-3776
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